Graph representation learning aims at transforming graph data into meaningful low-dimensional vectors to facilitate the employment of machine learning and data mining algorithms designed for general data. Most current graph representation learning approaches are transductive, which means that they require all the nodes in the graph are known when learning graph representations and these approaches cannot naturally generalize to unseen nodes. In this paper, we present a Fast Inductive Graph Representation Learning framework (FI-GRL) to learn nodes' low-dimensional representations. Our approach can obtain accurate representations for seen nodes with provable theoretical guarantees and can easily generalize to unseen nodes. Empirically, when the amount of seen nodes are larger than that of unseen nodes, FI-GRL always achieves excellent results. Our algorithm is fast, simple to implement and theoretically guaranteed. Extensive experiments on real datasets demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm on both efficacy and efficiency over both macroscopic level (clustering) and microscopic level (structural hole detection) applications. The full version of this paper is available on arxiv.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to its ability in facilitating graph analysis, graph representation learning has drawn researchers' attentions from machine learning and data mining fields [1] - [3] . Most of these works are focusing on static networks, such as explicitly preserving local or high-order proximity [4] - [6] , learning representations using truncated walks [7] , [8] ; using matrix factorization technique to obtain latent vectors [2] , [9] , [10] , incorporating heterogeneous information [1] , [3] , etc. Most of these methods are lack of theoretical support to produce reliable representation results. These methods are inherently transductive, which means that they are acting as black boxes that only care about learning representations but do not have an internal mechanism to naturally generalize to unseen nodes.
Our goal of graph representation learning is to design a fast and flexible framework that can preserve important graph topological information (e.g., clustering membership, node similarity, etc) with provable theoretical guarantees and can be naturally generalize to unseen nodes. In this paper, in order to achieve this goal, the Fast Inductive Graph Representation Learning (FI-GRL) framework is proposed. FI-GRL consists of two stages: decoupling and feature extraction. The first stage is designed for decoupling nodes' relations by utilizing an oblivious algorithm, Johnson-Lindenstrauss random projection. For a graph G, this stage generates a matrix sketch M ∈ R n×d , where n is the number of nodes of graph G and d is the sketch size, a parameter that can be automatically determined by our approach and is much smaller than n. The matrix sketch M approximates G well with theoretical guarantees. The second stage extracts meaningful feature contained in M by low rank approximation. Dimension reduction is achieved collaboratively in both of these two stages. The resulting representations by this framework are theoretically guaranteed to perform well on constrained low rank approximation tasks (e.g., k-means clustering). The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Architecture and Randomization: FI-GRL can produce graph representations of different accuracy for different levels of applications. Since the decoupling stage adopts an oblivious randomized algorithm, nodes can be processed sequentially with a single pass and without storing the entire graph. As far as we know, this is the first time that randomized algorithms are introduced to deal with the graph representation learning problem. • Theoretical Analysis: We prove the optimality of our algorithm in terms of the absolute difference of projectioncost between the learned representations and the desired representations, and also in terms of the absolute distance difference between their corresponding k-mean centroids in Theorem 1. For the choice of the parameter (the sketch size d), we give a theoretical guidance in Section III-E and empirical analysis in Section IV-E. • Inductive Learning: Our two-stage framework can naturally generalize to learn representations of unseen nodes. We adopt an incremental singular value decomposition with folding-in technique on the matrix sketch to learn representations of unseen nodes.
II. PRELIMINARY AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A graph G = (V, E, W) is a tuple with three elements, V denoting node set, E denoting edge set and W denoting weighted adjacency matrix. The symbol table is shown in Table I .
We generally define the graph representation learning task for unseen nodes. 
III. METHODOLOGY
We give some observations to show 1) why we choose the normalized random walk matrix L as the initial input matrix of the graph. 2) how important tasks (e.g., k-means clustering) can be reduced to constrained low rank approximation problem on which our framework is theoretically guaranteed to work well. Our FI-GRL framework is illustrated in Figure 1 .
A. Observations 1) Normalized Cut: The problem of finding a graph partition with optimal normalized cut can be reduced to finding the generalized eigenvector problem of the following equation:
Thus, the matrix related to Equation 1 is a good choice for representing a graph.
2) Constrained Low Rank Approximation:
(Constrained Low Rank Approximation) For a matrix A ∈ R n×n and any set S of rank k orthogonal projection matrices in R n×n , constrained k rank approximation tries to find
where ||A − PA|| 2 F is called as the projection-cost of P. For k-means clustering, we denote the cluster indicator matrix as matrix X ∈ R n×k , where X ij = 1/ |C j | if a i is divided into cluster C j . k-means clustering is to minimize the following equation: ||A − XX T A|| 2 F Clearly, XX T is a projection matrix that projects the points' vectors into their cluster centroids. Therefore, by definition 2, k-means clustering is a constrained low rank approximation problem. For SVD, it is also a constrained low rank approximation problem that tries to find the optimal rank k approximation of A in the unconstrained set S as all possible rank k projection matrices.
B. Decoupling with Projection-Cost Preservation
Suppose that if we can find a small matrix whose learned graph representations can achieve nearly the same results with that on the original n × n matrix, we will get lots of speed and space benefits. In this subsection, we show how we can obtain the small matrix (we call it matrix sketch) and also demonstrate its optimality. Formally, for a matrix A ∈ R n×n , we want to find a matrix sketchÃ ∈ R n×d (where d n) to approximate A well in a way that for constrained low rank approximation problem as in Definition 2, we can optimize projection matrix P ∈ R n×n over the sketchÃ instead of optimizing P over A. Firstly, we define the projection-cost preservation sketch as in [11] .
This definition implies that the projection cost ||Ã−PÃ|| 2 F of any projection P onÃ will be a good estimation of the projection cost ||A − PA|| 2 F of the same projection over A. The following lemma indicates that ifÃ is a rank k projectioncost preservation sketch of A, one can optimizeÃ to get the optimal projection matrix P to solve the constrained low rank approximation problem. Lemma 1. SupposeÃ ∈ R n×d is a projection-cost preservation sketch of A n×n with approximation ratio over the set S of all rank k projection matrices. Let P * = argmin
The above lemma provides us a theoretical guarantee to get meaningful information from a matrix sketch, which is computationally efficient. To capture the graph information related to normalized cut, we consider Equation 1. Solving this generalized eigenvector problem is not convenient, since it's not easy to compute incrementally and more importantly it's not a constrained low rank approximation problem. Therefore, we transform it to a SVD problem by setting z = D 1/2 x in equation 1, then we have
Removing non-relevant terms, we actually want to find the top eigenvectors of D −1/2 WD −1/2 which we denote as L. L is actually called normalized random walk matrix. If we have a matrix sketch M ∈ R n×d of L, one can use top singular vectors of M to approximate top eigenvectors of L since L is a symmetric matrix.
Next, we will decouple the nodes' relations in the graph in terms of L with preserving projection-cost. One can regard Decoupling Projection-Cost Preserving Sketch Fig. 1 : An illustration of FI-GRL framework. This framework consists of two stages. The first stage is used for decoupling the nodes' relations by using a random projection algorithm. The second stage is used for feature extraction on matrix sketch M. This two-stage framework provides a natural way for obtaining near-optimal representations for seen nodes and for generating approximate representations for unseen nodes.
each node as a row vector in L, which is generally sparse. To remove the connection between nodes, we randomly project their vectors onto orthogonal directions d times so that nodes' vectors are mapped into that orthogonal subspace. More precisely, for a node vector v, we choose a map g(v) = 1 √ d Rv, where R ∈ R d×n and RR T is an orthogonal projection that maps vectors into a uniformly random subspace of dimension d. This strategy should work fine if we have this random matrix R. However, ensuring the orthogonality of the projection matrix RR T takes unnecessary time. We can achieve the same goal without explicitly orthonormalize the projection matrix. We choose R to be a Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix, that is, the entries of R are independently and uniformly drawn from Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). In this way, although the eigenvalues of RR T are not confined in {0, 1}, the range of RR T is indeed a uniformly random subspace. In a matrix form, it means that
Now, we have got a matrix sketch by Johnson-Lindenstrass random projection. The following lemma indicates that the matrix sketch M generated by this procedure is indeed a projection-cost preserving sketch.
Lemma 2. For matrix A ∈ R n×n , let R ∈ R d×n be a Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix with each entry chosen independently and uniformly from Gaussian distribution N (0, 1).
By lemma 2, one can achieve an accurate sketch with a satisfied approximation ratio by increasing the sketch size d. We will talk about how to choose this parameter later.
C. Feature Extraction by Low Rank Approximation
After obtaining the projection-cost preserving sketch M of L, we want to extract meaningful information from the sketch M and also further reduce its dimension. Singular value decomposition is a good choice, since it is a constrained low rank approximation problem which is suitable and advantageous for further factorizing projection-cost preserving sketch, and it is easy to adapt to unseen nodes. A partial singular value decomposition over matrix M will give
Each row of D − 1 2Ũ k is the learned graph representation for the corresponding node in the graph. Further, to demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework to learn accurate lowdimensional vectors and to facilitate important tasks (e.g., kmeans clustering), we present the following theorem. Generally, this theorem states that the obtained representations of our algorithm will give a strong guarantee if we perform k-means clustering on them. In the experiment, we demonstrate that FI-GRL also achieve excellent results on clustering task using agglomerative method (AM) and on structural hole detection task.
D. Inductive Learning and Entire Framework of FI-GRL
So far, we've presented the graph representation learning framework for static graphs. When considering inductive learning on an unseen node v i , we first get L i of the corresponding column vector of the normalized random walk matrix of the extended graph after v i added. The valid dimension of L i is at most n since self-join is prohibited. Then, applying the random projection matrix R on L i , we get a compressed vector b = 1 
Then, degree-normalizedb, namely 1/ D jjb , is the obtained representation of node v i . This method is fast and powerful when the graph is stable and gradually changes. We testify the effectiveness of our method at different proportions of unseen nodes in the experiment. Overall, our FI-GRL framework is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 FI-GRL: Fast Inductive Graph Representation Learning
Input: Graph G = (V, E, W) with totally n nodes; Unseen node set {vi};Dimension k, approximation ratio Output: Low-dimensional vectors (y1, y2, · · · , yn, · · · ) 1: Construct matrix L = D −1/2 WD −1/2 for G1 2: Construct a d × n matrix R, whose entries are independently drawn from N (0, 1), where d is max{4log(n)/ 2 , k/ 
E. Parameter Analysis
The parameter of the sketch size d can actually be determined by the approximation ratio . The approximation ratio can be designated for the requirement of different tasks. = 0.1 will be sufficient for most tasks focusing on mining the macroscopic structure of the graph (e.g., clustering). One can always decrease to achieve better accuracy if computational power is allowed. Johnson-Lindenstrass lemma will provide us another perspective to determine the sketch size d. Lemma 3. Let x 1 , · · · , x n ∈ R t be arbitrary. Pick any ∈ (0, 1) and matrix R ∈ R d×t as a Johnson-Lindenstrauss random projection matrix whose entries are independently and uniformly drawn from Gaussian distribution N (0, 1). Then, for d = O(log(n)/ 2 ), define y i = Rx j / √ d for i = 1, · · · , n, then for any j, j the following equations hold with probability 1 − 2/n :
Taking each row of our matrix L as x i , Lemma 3 proves that the norm of vectors and the distance between nodes are preserved in the low-dimensional subspace when d = O(log(n)/ 2 ). In fact, d = δlog(n)/ 2 [12] , where δ ≤ 4. When approximation ratio is known, we choose the max{4log(n)/ 2 , k/ 2 } as the sketch size d.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To quantitatively testify our FI-GRL framework, we perform various experiments using the learned graph representations. The implementation of our algorithm is publicly available 1 . 1 https://github.com/Jafree/FastInductiveGraphEmbedding
A. Datasets Description and Comparison Methods
All datasets used in this paper are undirected graphs, which are available in SNAP Datasets platform [13] . These networks vary widely from network type, network scale, edge density, connecting patterns and cluster profiles. We use a community detection algorithm, RankCom [14] , to reveal the cluster profiles. The detailed information is summarized in Table II . Our framework is testified against state-of-the-art algorithms, four graph representation algorithms, i.e., Graph-SAGE [15] , Deepwalk [7] , node2vec [16] , LINE [4] , six structural hole detection methods, i.e., Constraint, Pagerank, Betweenness Centrality (BC), HIS, AP BICC, HAM [17] .
B. Clustering
We first test our algorithm on the clustering task. We set the approximation ratio = 0.1, and set the dimension of representations at most 200 for all graphs. Firstly, we perform our FI-GRL algorithm on graphs to learn low-dimensional representations. Then, two different type of clustering algorithms, i.e., k-means clustering and agglomerative clustering method (AM) are applied. We use two different metrics to evaluate the clustering results, i.e., modularity [18] and permanence [19] . To punish clearly wrong cluster membership assignment, we add a penalty, which is proportional to the inverse of the node's degree, on the modularity.
The results are listed in Table III . Our algorithm FI-GRL outperforms other graph representation learning algorithms, i.e., GraphSAGE, node2vec, LINE, Deepwalk over almost all datasets using k-means and AM in terms of both modularity and permanence (except on karate network, deepwalk outperforms FI-GRL in terms of modularity under AM). Specifically, node2vec achieves the second best results. It performs badly on small networks, i.e., karate in terms of modularity and karate, dolphins, us-football in terms of permanence. Some zero results of LINE on modularity means that there are a bunch of nodes that LINE assigns to a clearly wrong cluster. GraphSAGE and Deepwalk give mediocre results. In terms of permanence, all other methods cannot preserve the cluster information on polblog, which is a tough case.
C. Structural Hole Detection
Structural holes are the important nodes that locate at key topological positions. Once they are removed, the network will fall apart. Finding structural holes in graphs is a critical task for graph theory and information diffusion. To achieve this task, we first transform graph into a low-dimensional subspace using our algorithm, and then find structural holes in that space. We use a metric RDS (Relative Deviation Score) [20] for ranking nodes in the low-dimensional subspace. Nodes with highest RDS scores are regarded as the structural holes since they strongly connect at least two clusters. We use an evaluation metric called Structural Hole Influence Index (SHII) [17] to evaluate the selected structural holes. SHII is computed via a process of information diffusion. For each selected structural hole, we run the information diffusion under linear threshold model (LT) and independent cascade model (IC) 10000 times to get average SHII score.
The results are shown in Table IV . According to characteristics of different networks, we tune all algorithms to select a certain number of structural holes. Too many of them will result in the activation of the entire network. Our results are superior to other structural hole selection methods, including the state-of-the-art algorithm, HAM [17] . It demonstrates the efficacy of our algorithm in preserving microscopic structure.
D. Performance on Unseen Nodes
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm under the inductive learning scenario, we artificially simulate the process of generating unseen nodes. Specifically, for a static graph, we randomly extract α proportion of nodes as an original graph for graph representation learning. The other nodes are treated as unseen nodes. In this experiment, we set the approximation ratio as = 0.1, which is accurate enough for most applications. FI-GRL uses a folding-in technique to learn the meaningful representations for unseen nodes. If the learned representations are accurate, k-means clustering results over the representations of the entire graph will be satisfactory.
The clustering performance in terms of modularity with the variation of the proportion of unseen nodes (i.e., 1 − α) is illustrated in Figure 2 . As we can see, when the proportion of unseen nodes is not greater than 40%, the clustering performance is stable at a good quality. After increasing the proportion to 50%, too many unseen nodes added are dramatically changing the main skeleton of the network. Since we add a penalty to clearly wrong cluster assignment, the clustering performance degenerates sharply. For a small network like dolphins, the results fluctuate to a certain extent, e.g., at 10% and 30%. In fact, polblog and football give the most stable performance, as they retain almost the same results from 5% to 40%. We conjecture that the representations of the unseen nodes are more accurate if the nodes are wellconnected (polblog has a relatively high edge density) or the network are well-structured and invulnerable (football has 11 clusters with nearly equal size). Overall, our FI-GRL is flexible enough to give a satisfactory representation learning result for inductive learning even when the proportion of the unseen nodes is large (up to 40%). To demonstrate the ability of our algorithm in preserving projection-cost, we compute the relative projection-cost with the variation of the sketch size. More precisely, we calculate
5%
where L \k is the residual of optimal rank k approximation L k on L. The dimension k is set to min{0.1n, 200}, which is sufficient for applications we concern. We perform our algorithm 10 times at each sketch size and the result is shown in Figure 3 . Relative projection-cost has decreased rapidly at very small sketch size. At sketch size of 400, FI-GRL already can achieve excellent results. Towards sketch size of 1000, the result is nearly optimal for graph representation learning purpose. For large networks, the approximation is even more accurate. Since the network is usually very sparse, nodes are laying in a small subspace compared to the size of the network. Although our algorithm is a randomized algorithm, the variance of at each sketch size is rather small. It implies that we can treat FI-GRL as a deterministic algorithm since the chance of the failure of our algorithm in preserving projectioncost is pretty rare especially when the sketch size is large. V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we propose a fast inductive graph representation learning framework, namely FI-GRL, to transform the topological structure of graphs into a low-dimensional space. It explicitly decouples relational information in graphs into a randomized subspace spanned by a random projection matrix. The sketch obtained are much smaller and yet inherits the property associated with the normalized cut by preserving projectioncost. By exploiting the constrained low rank approximation, the dimension of the sketch is further reduced and the compact hidden pattern is finally extracted. The connection between randomized algorithm and graph representation learning is built by thoroughly theoretical analysis. FI-GRL is flexible enough to deal with massive scale graphs and graph with unseen nodes.
